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The Communist Party of China (CPC) was born a century ago and has governed the People's

Republic (PRC) for seventy years. Despite many confident expectations in the West of its imminent

demise, the CPC has so far successfully reinvented itself at each of the key turning points in its

history, and has brought the PRC to its current position as a serious contender in the arena of global

politics. After Mao’s concentration on ideological purity and national self-sufficiency, Deng

Xiaoping's policy of opening the country up to foreign technology, know-how and investment and

encouraging local enterprise represented a major change of direction. 

Examining the political, economic and social dynamics of the world's most
populous country - and what we can expect to see in the next decade 



Socialism - with Chinese
characteristics - appears

to have worked well
for the Republic.

(Cont.)

At the time, many Western observers believed that economic

success could not be achieved without American-style democracy,

and therefore anticipated the end of the CPC’s hold on power. This

has proved to be well wide of the mark. Socialism with Chinese

characteristics appears to have delivered the goods. 

So - how has the Communist Party managed to steer the country

successfully through seventy years of momentous social and economic

change and can it continue doing so?
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At every level, China's
bureaucracy is infiltrated by
CPC members, whose role it is
to implement Party policy. 

Modern societies are organised by government bureaucracies that reach into almost every corner of

daily life. The potential for self-enrichment this bestows on officials is restrained in Western-style

democracies by freedom of expression and the election of political parties. In China, things are done

differently. The bureaucracy is infiltrated at every level by CPC members whose role it is to ensure

the implementation of Party policy, which itself is claimed to represent the true will of the People.

Within this system, as in parliamentary democracies, alliances form in support of particular views or

interests. However, in the absence of a free press and regular elections, effective control can only be

exerted from the top.

Interest groups gain strength from the loyalty of increasing membership which attracts and benefits

from patronage. Powerful and long lasting networks, often with extensive influence and support at

many levels in society, emerge from this process and require skilful political handling.

Patronage systems are an underlying feature of business and politics in many East Asian countries,

often reflecting deeply-held cultural attitudes and modes of social organisation dating back many

centuries. They provide the means of protection in adversity – above all for the family group, the

clan, neighbours, and associates. 
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(Cont.)

In better days, these supply the connections

essential to advancement by networking. The

Chinese people have been through exceptionally

turbulent times in the last century-and-a-half.

After experiencing colonialism and the total

collapse of their historical form of government,

they have had to endure civil war, foreign

occupation, revolution, and the destruction of

traditional customs, beliefs and political ideas. 

For extended periods, life for many was purely a

matter of survival. Relationships formed during

the chaos of Mao Zedong’s Cultural Revolution

and its immediate aftermath became the basis

for political alliances and power groupings that

were able to take advantage of the fruits of

Opening Up under Deng Xiaoping. At the political

level, such groupings become factions vying for

command. 

The ability to control these forces and use them

to drive forward policies capable of uniting

China’s huge population is the ultimate measure

of the government’s success. Having witnessed

the end of the Soviet Union, the CPC is in no

doubt about the consequences of failure.

Mao developed the concept of the Mass

Line for interpreting and enforcing the will

of the People and met real or imagined

resistance head-on in mortal combat. 

Deng justified the opportunities for getting

rich from Opening Up by focusing on the

need to seek truth from facts and grow the

country’s productive forces. 

Jiang Zemin expanded the notion of the

working class to allow the Party to co-opt

the support of key interest groups and

harness them to central policy. 

All five generations of China’s communist

leaders have created theories, often drawing

on historical precedents, to explain and codify

their approach to dealing with alliances in

society that could easily coalesce into

opposition and conflict. 

For instance:

The question of the CPC’s

stability and longevity is

closely bound up with its

ability to manage potential

conflicts between such

groupings without

upsetting the apple cart. 
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Faced with the increasing threat posed to the

government by public anger and disgust at the

concentrations of money and power being

generated by rapid development, Hu Jintao

warned of the dangers of cultural competition

with the West and envisaged the creation of a

Socialist Harmonious Society brought about by the

application of science and technology. 

To many, this may have seemed too scholarly  a

reaction to the growing inequity in the country.

After all, China has its own form of ultimate

democracy. Call it the Mandate of Heaven, if you

like. When the patience of the population is

strained too far, something has to give.

Corruption throughout the governing system

itself was becoming a matter of life or death for

the CPC. 

After many years of collective leadership and the

careful placing of protégés by retiring leaders to

ensure maximum continuity of power and

influence,  Xi Jinping has taken the momentous

step of returning to Mao’s grassroots model of

Leninist party rule under the guidance of the

single all-powerful leader.

Seizing the opportunity offered by the

unexpected and mighty downfall of his most

powerful rival in the Politburo, Xi was able to

sweep away opposition, moving quickly to

remove potential adversaries in a series of anti-

corruption campaigns. 

Strengthening his position as Core Leader

through the judicious assignment of allies to key

positions throughout the Party, bureaucracy and

military, Xi has taken the additional step of

securing an amendment to the constitution that

will allow him to exceed two five-year terms as

President and carry on after 2023; maybe even

into old age, like Mao. 

But, though supplanting enemies with friends at

critical points in the political structure may be an

opportune outcome for him (to say the least), it

would be a mistake to imagine that this is the

only or even the main objective of the drive

against corruption and the new emphasis on

regulation. When a significant mainstay of

provincial support like Zhou Jianyong, Party

Secretary of Hangzhou and part of Xi’s Zhejiang

faction can be brought down by scandal around

dealings with Alibaba and Tencent, it is clear that

there is much more to this than realpolitik. 
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The first is the national imperative of

overcoming the century of shame when

foreigners entered and humiliated the

country at will through war, occupation and

the wanton destruction of revered icons of its

imperial greatness.

The second is the existential need to avoid

the fate of the CPSU and its satellite Parties in

the sudden collapse of communism in

Europe and the Soviet Union. The Soviet

Party was toppled after 72 years in power. 

(Cont.)

The ideas and objectives of all China’s leaders

since 1949 can best be understood by

appreciating that two paramount motive forces

drive the development of Communist Party

policy:

1.

2.

In the year of its 70th anniversary as the

government of China, the CPC is only too well

aware of this lesson from history. The response

is to close ranks in a return to Leninist

orthodoxy, central control, and the unification of

popular support under one supreme leader. The

fact is that the political situation in China has

looked dangerously fragmented in recent years.

The attacks on corruption, personal fiefdoms

and unusual wealth may have their own

justification, but they also serve the ultimate

objective of rallying the masses

behind the Party. 

The same purpose is achieved by Xi’s aggressive

foreign policy, projecting strength abroad and

restoring national pride at home. At first sight,

the war-on-all-fronts strategy illustrated by the

quelling of opposition in Hong Kong, the threats

of invasion against Taiwan, the claim to

sovereignty over the South China Sea, the

return of deadly border disputes with India and

so on, may look like overreach. 

It is certainly a big departure from the policy of

keeping a low profile recommended by Deng,

though again it has many parallels with Mao’s

approach. But stridency abroad backed up by

the rapid development of an impressive military

capability is not only a potent means of forging

national pride and establishing unity under the

Party Leadership, it also helps to guarantee the

support of the People’s Liberation Army – a

trump card in times of political crisis.

Attacks on corruption, personal

fiefdoms and unusual wealth may

have their own justification - but

they also serve the ultimate

objective of rallying the masses

behind the Party. 
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There are many echoes from Mao’s era in the

current political situation in China and the

government’s response. The waves of anti-

corruption investigations since 2012,

entangling around 4 million officials at every

level and in every sector of society, are highly

reminiscent of the rectification campaigns of

the 1950s and 60s. Killing tigers and swatting

flies in the 2020s looks an awful lot like

struggling against people in authority who are

taking the capitalist road in Mao’s 16 Points on

the Cultural Revolution, even though the sins

of today’s tigers and flies may be quite

different to those of the capitalist roaders.

Believing that his idea of socialism and

therefore the communist state itself was under

threat, Mao unleashed the raw power of the

common people against his political enemies.

Alternative views on policy would no longer

be tolerated. The Great Helmsman would

declare the direction - and the nation would

follow. 

In 2017, Xi became the first leader since Mao

to have his Thought incorporated into the

Constitution of the Communist Party of China

during his own lifetime. Now it has become

part of the national curriculum, from primary

school through to university. 

At the same time, the government has

intervened dramatically in markets by initiating

fundamental regulatory changes affecting the big

tech and education sectors of the economy in

particular, and taking major stakes in giant

companies like Alibaba and ByteDance. 

Under Xi, the government is going far beyond

insisting on access to digital records: it is very

deliberately taking over the centres of data

collection and analysis in order to secure and

maintain social control. This is reaffirmation, in

the modern era of digital media, big data, and

artificial intelligence, that the social collective is

subordinated completely to the Party. 

This is, as Xi Jinping Thought has defined it:

Socialism with Chinese Characteristics for a New Era. 

David Gleave is CEO of Asia

Trading Consultants Ltd.

(www.asiatrac.com), advisers

on market development in

East Asia for 20 years

http://www.asiatrac.com/


ONLINE LEARNING: A DEVELOPING MARKET,

BUT NOT A PANACEA FOR ALL
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The COVID-19 pandemic and the subsequent

‘closing’ of schools and universities saw the role of

online courses begin to take on a new impetus.

For students, the learning experience was

different; for teachers, the effective design of

courses was different. Even now that the world has

begun to open up again, this blended approach to

learning remains a key feature. 

Around the world, university research and

teaching league tables by subject are important

annual reviews; not only for prospective students’

decision-making, but also for funding allocations.

Today, many universities provide online

undergraduate and postgraduate degree courses,

along with blended options combining online and

campus-based components. There are no

comparable, detailed global league tables for the

growing number of online degrees.

In America, US News has been publishing

rankings for online degree courses for a number

of years. These are founded on a mixture of

factors including: individual students' engagement

with other students and faculty; available

technologies and services to support them; the

faculty’s online training and learning experiences

because of this different pedagogic learning

environment; and expert opinions. 

Recently, Academic Influence has deployed

Artificial Intelligence to produce various

rankings of online courses. And, whilst online

learning options have ensured some continuity

in very difficult coronavirus circumstances,

they have also created learning and support

challenges. Important adjustments have had to

be made because of the lack of face-to-face

learning, and the general lack of social

interaction.

The effectiveness of online learning varies by

subject, and because of the need for its sudden

introduction. With effective course design,

online learning can be an important and useful

element, especially in a blended situation, and

ideally when it is also complemented by face-

to-face learning.

Children are returning to their schools to

resume their studies. However, many

universities have not followed suit, even though

the majority of their students believe that their

learning experiences have been adversely

affected by being away from campus. With no

change in fees charged by the universities, the

issue is becoming focused on value for money

for home students.



INDIA – STARTING

TO CELEBRATE ITS

INDEPENDENCE

ANNIVERSARY 
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A year of celebrations for the Republic of India’s

75th anniversary of independence from Britain on

15th August 1947 has already commenced.  

Prime Minister Narendra Modi does not have

universal support for his £2 billion

redevelopment of the capital’s Government

district, with a new Parliament building and  a

new PM residence. Critics say such lavish

expenditure is not a priority, even suggesting that

it could be viewed as a show of arrogance to create

a ‘modern India’, whilst the country continues to

struggle with the coronavirus pandemic. Official

statistics indicate less than half a million deaths,

although some experts estimate the real toll to be

over 4 million.

The popular Prime Minister, who first came to

power in 2014 and had a landslide victory in 2019,

may have to address other urgent policy issues if

he wants to retain power in 2024. It is a critical

policy time for the country as it celebrates an

important birthday milestone, with a need to

manage rising expectations about what can be

delivered.

POLITICAL

Politically, there is a need to look both

domestically and internationally, especially in

the context of India’s global aspirations. Modi’s

BJP has a good majority in Parliament, but it

has lost recently in state polls in West Bengal.

At home, the Nation-State issues have many

complex federal dimensions, particularly

related to the variations in service delivery

capability and capacity across different states.

India shares land borders with a number of

countries: Bangladesh; Bhutan; China;

Myanmar; Nepal; and Pakistan. National

security and foreign policy must be high on the

agenda. Internationally, India cannot neglect

China’s own aspirations in the region,

especially given their increasing power gap

through economic and military dominance.

While some people disagree, a co-operation

path with China for both domestic and

neighbouring international issues seems to

have more mutual benefits, especially if the US

continues to confront China.

Notwithstanding the major influence of China,

the Indian Government cannot neglect what is

happening in Afghanistan, Iran and Pakistan.

India is likely to need a more active role in the

‘Quadrilateral Security Dialogue' (QSD) – the

grouping of Australia, Japan and the US, with

India, which is focussed on security

cooperation.

Taking an illustrative approach, 

The Policy People have outlined some

priorities below within the framework

of our 5 pillars: 

political; economic; technological;

environmental; and social.



(Cont.)

ECONOMIC

Economically, with recent good growth and

undoubted potential, commentators are

concerned that the Indian economy may be

characterised by growth with long periods of

stagnation. There is a mix of companies, ranging

from the well-performing majors with

international brands, good productivity and

strong political influence, through the numerous

mid-sized organisations heavily constrained by

regulation and poor human capital, to the many

small/self-employed entities with limited capital

for development. Widening inequalities and

corruption are important characteristics of recent

growth, along with a major informal component

to the economy.

At the macro-level, major problems exist related

to unemployment, including age and gender gaps

in employment participation, and neglected

infrastructure investment. Recent statistics

demonstrate an unusual employment U-turn,

with agriculture accounting for 70% of the new

jobs in 2019-2020 – a trend which is counter to

the norm of the structural transformation of

‘developing’ countries. Agriculture is the most

labour-intensive and least productive sector! 

Unemployment and under-employment, linked

with poor education and skills development, cause

reductions in much-needed outputs. The public

see ‘lack of employment opportunities’ as India’s

biggest challenge, with three-quarters of adults

saying it is ‘a very big problem’.

TECHNOLOGICAL

Technologically, India has a deserved high

reputation for science and technology, which

is embedded in its culture. The Digital India

programme is a transformational initiative to

create a knowledge-based society and

economy; the National Digital Literacy

Mission is focussed on IT training. The India

Science, Technology and Innovation Portal

(ISTI) is a one-stop window for information

about developments in India on science,

technology and innovation. 

ENVIRONMENTAL

Environmentally, India is the third largest

carbon emitter after China and the US.

Traditionally, India has considered climate

change as a diplomatic issue. The basic

argument is that the ‘developed’ world should

lead the way in reducing emissions, and

should provide the ‘developing’ world the

necessary finance and technology to make

progress. Evidence for modifying this position

is becoming clearer. India, for example,

initiated the development of the International

Solar Alliance, comprising over 100 countries

located either completely or partially between

the Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn.
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AGRICULTURE
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https://www.digitalindia.gov.in/
https://www.digitalindia.gov.in/
http://www.indiascienceandtechnology.gov.in/


(Cont.)

SOCIAL

Socially, fragmented and poor governance

affects millions in both urban and rural areas.

Two-thirds of civil cases are related to

property and land disputes; rationalising land

laws should help ameliorate the situation.

While some argue against more centralised

control, empirical evidence demonstrates a

wide variation in different states’ services

delivery. This situation is also very important

for the roll-out of welfare reforms, including

direct benefit transfers which have been

characterised by more, not less, bureaucracy.

A pluralist, multi-ethnic country, India is the

most populous democracy in the world. As it

reaches its 75th landmark year, there is an

urgent policy need to map out a more

equitable and sustainable growth and

development plan for India.

Economic growth and development, with the

necessary funding and institutional support at

national and state levels, is the primary policy

objective – a new Industry Policy is much-needed!

Human capital development is key, through

quality education, enhanced skills development,

and on-the-job training. Clear learning

objectives/outputs need to be stated, rather than

simply focus on inputs

The dominant agriculture sector needs primary

attention for modernisation, including

infrastructure for energy, irrigation and

transportation

Infrastructure, electricity, water, railways, roads,

ports, telecoms, and new digital connectivity and

storage, are inefficient and unreliable. Sound,

modern infrastructure is an necessary foundation

for India’s future

A greater focus on foreign affairs and international

cooperation will require a major revamping and

budget increase for the Ministry of External Affairs

India should become a climate leader in the South

Asia region.

Consideration should be given to a range of actions,

including:
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As it reaches its 75th  year, there is an

urgent policy need to map out a more

equitable and sustainable growth and

development plan for India.



A CLIMATIC COP-OUT? LET'S HOPE NOT
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Secure global net-zero by mid-century and

keep 1.5 degrees within reach

Adapt to protect communities and natural

habitats

Mobilise finance

Work together to deliver.

The failure of many ‘developing’ countries to

prioritise environmental issues because of

their economic development pressures

The world’s leaders at COP26 (in Glasgow from

31st October, 2021 through to 12th November,

2021) must appreciate that we have a climate

emergency being at a critical moment for our

complex Planet Earth in which a small influence

or development is increasingly likely to generate a

sudden large or irreversible change. There will be

no redemption!

Under the UK’s Presidency, it is known what is

needed to be achieved at COP26:

With the dawning of ‘environmental capitalism’,

The Policy People has identified already the three

major areas for focus at a global level, and it

remains clear that more needs to be done.

Specifically,

One-quarter of carbon emissions that need

to be removed are not a capability with

currently available large-scale commercial

technologies

The inability of SMEs to fully address the

necessary emission reductions.

It is estimated that US$100 billion per year is

needed from the world’s richer countries to

help their poorer counterparts undertake the

necessary actions to reduce their climate

change emissions. The difficulties of securing

the much-needed funding commitments are

acerbated by major leaders (including

Presidents Putin and Xi) not participating

actively in COP26! Prime Minister Modi’s

presence will be important, especially related to

carbon emissions. Moreover, the recent

President Biden commitment to pay seems to

have been derailed by concerns about ‘who

pays the shortfall?’

Although the main concern is to help the

‘developing’ world, there also remains a danger

that the ‘developed’ world will not commit fully

to their necessary and expensive

transformations.
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Increase the supply of innovation

Increase the demand for innovation 

Work globally

Prepare for a warming world.

Drive forward the Prime Minister’s Ten Point

Plan for a green recovery

Demonstrate how £12 billion of government

investment is creating and supporting green

jobs in the UK

Underpin why the UK is a global hub for green

technology and finance

Make the case for global investment in UK

companies.

(Cont.)

In Bill Gates’ recent book, 'How to Avoid a

Climate Disaster', there is real optimism with a

discussion about “the solutions we have and the

breakthroughs we need”. Four actions were

highlighted to advance leadership on climate

change:

Ahead of COP26, HM The Queen and the Prime

Minister hosted a one-day Global Investment

Summit bringing together some of the world’s

largest investors to try to secure foreign direct

investment in UK green industries of the future. It

was intended to showcase the very best of the UK’s

clean technologies and innovative companies to

help to:

Small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)

comprise the major element of all economies,

both ‘developed’ and ‘developing’. For success

re. climate change, it is necessary for SMEs to

formally commit to reducing their emissions

and their overall impact on the environment. 

 While actions to reduce energy consumption

and to manage waste may have started, SMEs

remain relatively neglected in the necessary

environmental push.

Furthermore,  green investments will create

new employment opportunities, but it may not

be on the scale that is indicated and needed.

The realities of low labour cost economies

benefitting over relatively high labour cost

economies will remain reality.  Moreover,

while there is much discussion, commitments

with significant associated funding to Research,

Development and Innovation remain woefully

inadequate.

With COP26 only days away, it is hoped that

real progress and agreement can be made, and

there is no ‘copping-out’ of commitments and

responsibilities.

Cimate change success requires SMEs

to formally commit to reducing their

emissions just as much as large

corporates. SMEs, of course, will need

more support - at all levels. 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/the-ten-point-plan-for-a-green-industrial-revolution


WATCH THIS SPACE... 

If there's one thing anyone can predict about 2022, it's that it will very likely be just

as unpredictable as 2021...

A giant stockmarket crash?
Economists and fund managers have been

predicting an economic downturn "to rival

the Great Depression of the 1920s" for many

months now - yet (thankfully) it has not

arrived. The indicators are all there:

ballooning property prices, a higher-than-

ever earnings-to-cost-of-living differential,

and much more. Investors are nervous:

corporates and individuals are selling, then

rebuying, then selling again. Whilst this in

itself does not mean instability, it does mean

unpredictability. And that, as we all know,

can cause the wobble that sets the dominoes

toppling.

2022: the 'Year of Youth'
The European Commission has officially

announced that 2022 will be the European ‘Year

of Youth’. The aim behind this is to build a

better future for younger generations: one that

is that is greener, more inclusive and digital, and

which has more opportunities. 

Part of the driving force for this stems from last

year’s EU Youth Report, which provides an

overview of the situation of young Europeans in

terms of education, training, learning,

employment, and civic and political

participation; and also the Conference on the

Future of Europe. The Commission is currently

developing a full agenda of developmental

activity, with a portal which provides insight

into progress against goals. 

 

NHS: the next chapter?
The UK government has pledged to provide at least £6 billion in funding to the NHS. This includes a

£2.1 billion investment in IT, to help consolidate disparate and legacy systems, improving efficiencies

such as administration and record-keeping, thereby enabling medical staff to spend more time with

patients. Elsewhere, the additional money will be used to fund new diagnostic tools. This funding

comes on top of the £36 billion for frontline services over the next three years promised in

September, as outlined in the Government’s ‘Build Back Better’ plan, presented to Parliament by the

Prime Minister. The question remains over how to ensure the wisest possible spend of this funding,

e.g. implementing technologies that are compatible, usable, resilient and highly-secure.   
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https://ec.europa.eu/commission/presscorner/detail/en/IP_21_5226
https://ec.europa.eu/transparency/documents-register/detail?ref=COM(2021)636&lang=en
https://futureu.europa.eu/assemblies/citizens-panels
https://europa.eu/youth/home_en
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/1015736/Build_Back_Better-_Our_Plan_for_Health_and_Social_Care.pdf
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